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Hart and Vieu proposed a modified cross validation (MCV), the ‘‘leave-(2l+1)-
out’’ version of the simple cross validation for bandwidth selection under dependence
and established its asymptotic optimality for a certain class of l. In this article, we
investigate the convergence rates of MCV.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let [Xt ; t # N] be a Rd-valued strictly stationary process having a
common marginal density f. Consider the problem of estimating the
marginal density function of Xt . For example, one may be interested in
estimating the marginal density f of a stationary time series since it is
reasonable to use f as the predictive density for long-term forecasting. In
this context, one of the most popular nonparametric estimators for f is the
ParzenRosenblatt estimator which uses a kernel function K and a smoothing
parameter h,
f (x)=(nhd)&1 :
n
i=1
K \x&Xih + , (1.1)
where K : Rd  R is a kernel function, h=h(n) # (0, ). As with the
independent case, an appropriate choice of h in (1.1) is a critical issue since
the magnitude of h usually controls the smoothness of the resulting density
estimate.
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For the independent case, the simple cross validation (SCV) is intuitively
appealing and perhaps the most widely used bandwidth selector. However,
when the observed data are dependent, it has been observed in simulations
that SCV produces biased estimates. Because of the problems with SCV,
Hart and Vieu (1990) proposed a modified cross validation (MCV), the
‘‘leave-(2l+1)-out’’ version of cross validation, and established its asymptotic
optimality for a certain class of l0 under dependence.
Define
CVl (h)=| f 2(x) dx&2n&1 :
n
j=1
f jl (Xj),
where
f jl (x)=n
&1
l :
n
i : | j&i |>l
h&dK \x&Xih + ,
and l is a sequence of positive integers called the leave-out sequence and nl
is such that
nnl=*[(i, j) : |i& j |>l].
Then SCV will select the minimizer of SVC(h)=CV0(h) and MCV will
select the minimizer of MCV(h)=CVl (h) with l>0. In this paper, we will
study convergence rates of MCV to investigate its behavior.
Throughout this paper, we will assume [xt # Rd ; t # N] is generated by
a strictly stationary strong mixing process. For any i< j in N _ [], let
us denote F ji the _-algebra generated by the random variables Xi , ..., Xj .
A sequence [Xt # Rd ; t # N] is said to be strong (:&) mixing if there is a
nonincreasing sequence of numbers [:(n) : n # N] with limn   :(n)=0
such that for any integer n
|P(AB)&P(A) P(B)|:(n)
for all A # Fm1 , B # F

m+n , and m1.
2. MAIN RESULTS
In this section we present two kinds of results, vertical convergence rates
and horizontal convergence rates of MCV. Before stating our main results,
we give a brief motivation for using MCV under dependence via bias
analysis. Define the biases of CVl (h) as
Bias(CVl (h))=MISE(h)&| f 2&E(CV l (h))
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where
MISE(h)=E(ISE(h)), ISE(h)=| [ f (x)& f (x)]2 dx.
Then it can be shown that
Bias(CVl (h))=MISE(h)&| f 2&E(CV l (h))
=2(nnl hd)&1  :
n
|i& j |>l _EK \
Xi&Xj
h +
&|| K \x& yh + f (x) f ( y) dx dy&
=2(nhd)&1 :
n&l&1
j=l+1 _EK \
Xj&X0
h +
&|| K \x& yh + f (x) f ( y) dx dy&
(by the symmetry of K (see (K1) below) and stationarity)
=2(nhd)&1(2?)&d :
n&l&1
j=l+1
| [E(e&it } Xj heit } X0 h)
&E(e&it } Xjh) E(eit } X0 h)] (t) dt. (2.1)
(2.1) holds since by (K1) and the Fourier inversion formulae we have
K \x& yh +=(2?)&d | e&it } xheit } yh(t) dt,
where  is the Fourier transform of K, and i and } denote the imaginary
unit and inner products, respectively. Thus it is clear that Bias(CV0(h))=0
under the i.i.d. condition and Bias(CV0(h)){0 for the dependent case.
Particularly, one may see from (2.1) that when there is either a positive or
negative dependence among the data, i.e., for all j1 either
E(e&it } Xj heit } X0 h)&E(e&it } Xj h) E(eit } X0 h)>0
or
E(e&it } Xjheit } X0 h)&E(e&it } Xj h) E(eit } X0 h)<0,
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we have
|Bias(CVl (h))|<|Bias(CV0(h))|
for any n and 0<l<n. Thus in these cases, MCV(h) may be a good
alternative to obtain a nearly unbiased estimate of h and taking l large
seems to be desirable to remove the biases due to dependence. This explains
the simulation results by hart and Vieu (1990) that SCV produces biased
estimates of h and MCV eliminates the biases.
Hart and Vieu established asymptotic optimalities of MCV for a class of
l0 via vertical error analysis. Indeed they showed that the vertical error,
|(MCV(h)&ISE(h)&T )MISE(h)|  0 a.s.,
where
T= &| f (x)2 dx&2R
R=n&1 :
n
j=1
f (Xj)&E[ f (Xj)].
To study the convergence rates of the vertical errors, we make the following
assumptions:
(K1) K is symmetric with respect to zero,  K(u) du=1, and , the
Fourier transform of K, is absolutely integrable.
(K2) K is order one Ho lder continuous, i.e., for some C>0
|K(x)&K( y)|C &x& y&
for all x, y # Rd and compactly supported.
(A1) The bounded marginal density f has two bounded continuous
derivatives.
(A2) It is assumed that
:
h # Hn , x # R
d
| f (x)& f (x)|  0 a.s.,
where Hn is defined in (A3).
(A3) For n=1, 2, . . . and any h # Hn R+,
an&1(d+4)hbn&1(d+4)
for some positive constants a and b (ab).
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(A4) The mixing coefficients :(i) satisfy
:(i)=O(i& p). (2.2)
Theorem 1. Under assumptions (K1) and (A1)(A4), for the leave-out
sequence l satisfying
0lRnd(12+rp)(d+4) (2.3)
(an Rbn implies an=o(bn)), we have
}MCV(h)&ISE(h)&TMISE(h) }=OP(nd(&12+rp)(d+4)), (2.4)
provided r is a positive integer <p2, where p is given in (2.2).
Now we transform the vertical convergence rates to the horizontal
convergence rates. Denote the minimizer of CVl (h), the minimizer of
ISE(h), and the minimizer of MISE(h) by h l , h I , and hM , respectively. Assume
that
(B1) h l hM  1 and h I hM  1 a.s.
(B2) The derivative of K, K$ is Ho lder continuous.
(B3) f $ and f " are bounded and integrable, and f " is uniformly
continuous.
Then we have:
Theorem 2. Under assumptions (K1), (K2), (A1)(A4), and (B1)(B3),
for the leave-out sequence l satisfying (2.3) we have
|h l&hM |=OP(n&(2+d+2drp)2(d+4)) (2.5)
|h l&h I |=OP(n&(2+d+2drp)2(d+4)), (2.6)
provided r is a positive integer <p2.
Remarks. By (A3), the convergence rates of h l can be easily calculated
from (2.5) and (2.6), i.e.,
|(h l&hM)hM |=OP(nd(&12+rp)(d+4))
and
|(h l&h I)h I |=OP(nd(&12+rp)(d+4))
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which are exactly the same as the vertical convergence rates found in
Theorem 1. Now one may note that the i.i.d. convergence rates found in
Marron (1987) and Marron and Hardle (1987) correspond to the case
p= in Theorems 1 and 2. Indeed under the i.i.d. condition, Marron
(1987) noted that
}MCV(h)&ISE(h)&TMISE(h) }=OP(hd2)=OP(n&d(2d+8))
(see the proof of Lemma 2 of Marron), and Hall and Marron (1987)
obtained the convergence rates of h 0 , i.e.,
}h
 0&hM
hM }=OP(hd2)=OP(n&d(2d+8)).
Thus our results quantify the dependence effects on cross-validation rules
by showing that the i.i.d. convergence rates slow down to OP(n(d(&12+rp)(d+4)).
Remember p is the exponent of the mixing coefficients. Observe that the
vertical analysis requires less restrictive conditions than the horizontal
analysis.
Geometric strong mixing cases (i.e., :(i)=O( \i) for 0<\<1) may be of
interest because most Markovian processes are shown to be geometric
strong mixing (see Roussas and Ioannides, 1987). Since (2.2) holds for any
sufficiently large p for geometric mixing, the p= case in our results also
serves for asymptotic results of most Markovian processes.
3. PROOFS
Proof of Theorem 1. Define
bn=nd(&12+rp)(d+4),
where p and r are as given in the theorem. Note that
}MCVl (h)&ISE(h)&TMISE(h) }
 }
MCV l (h)&MCVl0(h)
MISE(h) }+ }
MCVl0(h)&ISE(h)&T
MISE(h) } (3.1)
for some 0l0l.
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First, we will show that the second term of (3.1) is OP(bn). According to
Hart and Vieu (1990), it will follow from
(nnl0)
&1 }: :
|i& j |>l0
Ui, j } MISE&1=OP(bn),
where
Ui, j=h&dK \Xi&Xjh +&h&d | K \
x&Xi
h + f (x) dx& f (Xj)+| f (x)2 dx.
For j=1, ..., n, define
Wj=h&d | K \u&Xjh + f (u) du&h&d || K \
u&x
h + f (x) f (u) du dx
& f (Xj)+| f (x)2 dx,
and
Vi, j=Ui, j&Wj
for |i& j |>l0 . Then the proof will be complete if we show that for
(nnl0)
&1 }: :
|i& j |>l0
Vi, j } MISE&1=OP(bn) (3.2)
and
n&1 } :
n
j=1
Wj } MISE&1=OP(bn). (3.3)
In the proof below, we will use
MISE(h)=c1(nhd)&1+c2h4+o[(nhd)+h4] (3.4)
for some positive constants c1 , c2 . In fact, (3.4) can be shown under (A1)
and i=1 :(i)<. See Lemma 1 of Kim and Cox (1994).
Verification of 3.3. To prove (3.3), it is enough to show that
lim
=  
lim sup
n
P _n&1 } :
n
j=1
Wj }MISE&1>=bn&=0. (3.5)
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Write
Wj=B(Xj)&| B(x) f (x) dx,
where b(x)=Ef (x)& f (x). Then EWj=0 and
|Wj |Cn&2(d+4) (3.6)
by the change of variable technique and (A1). Then using moment bounds
for a strong mixing sequence (Theorem 1 of Kim (1993)) with (3.4) and
(3.6),
P \n&1(MISE)&1 } :
n
j=1
Wj }>bn =+(=&1n&d(2d+8)b&1n )2r, (3.7)
provided p>2. Then it is easy to see that (3.5) holds.
Verification of 3.2. Assuming nl0 tn, all we have to prove is that
lim
=  
lim sup
n
P \n&2 }: :
|i& j |>l0
Vi, j }<MISE>=bn+=0. (3.8)
To verify (3.8), we will use Lemma 2 with q=. Using Vk, j=Uk, j&Wj
and the Fourier inversion formulae, write
Vk, j=h&d \| _e&iXk } th&| e&iu } th f (u) du&
__eiXj } th&| eix } thf (x) dx& (t) dt+ .
Then it is readily seen that (4.1)(4.3) hold for q= be setting
g(Xi , Xj)=Vi, j ,
;1i (t)=e&iXi } th&| eiu } th f (u) du,
;2j (t)=eiXj } th&| e&ix } th f (x) dx.
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Using (A4), an application of Lemma 2 produces
P \n&2 }: :
|i& j | >l0
Vi, j }<MISE>=bn +
(=bn)&2r n&4rE \}: :|i& j |>l0 Vi, j }<MISE+
2r
(=bn)&2rn&2r \n2r :

i=l0+1
i2r&1:(i)+ :
2r
j=1
n jl4r& j0 h
( jd2)+
=(=bn)&2r \l2r& p0 +n2rh2r :
2r
j=1
(n&1l0 h&(d2))4r& j+ , (3.9)
provided
p>2r, 0<l0<n.
Suppose
n&1l0h&d2<1; (3.10)
then the j=2r summand will dominate the summation of the second
expression of (3.9). Now, (3.9) is bounded by
(=bn)&2r (l2r& p0 +h
drl2r0 ). (3.11)
Then by solving l2r& p0 =h
drl 2r0 , the best choice of l0 may be obtained as
l0=h&drp. Note that (3.10) holds trivially with this l0 . If we plug this l0
back in (3.11), we have
(=bn)&2r hd(r&2r
2p)(=bn)&2r (nd(&12+rp)(d+4))2r. (3.12)
Now, (3.8) follows.
Next consider the first term of (3.1). Since it can be shown by (A2) (see
the proof of Lemma 1 of Hart and Vieu, 1990) that
}
MCVl (h)&MCV l0(h)
MISE(h) }lhd, (3.13)
it follows that the right-hand side of (3.13) is of OP(bn), provided
0lRnd(12+rp)(d+4). Proof is complete. K
Proof of Theorem 2. In this proof, we will follow the same steps taken
by Hall and Marron for the i.i.d. case (see Hall and Marron, proof of
Theorem 2.1, p. 570; Remark 2.1). First note that one may derive expressions
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for MISE$(h) and MISE"(h) by differentiating (3.4). Define D(h)=
ISE(h)&MISE(h), $(h)=2[ ffn&n&1 nj=1 f
j
l (Xj)]. Then CV l (h)=
ISE(h)+$(h)& f 2. Observe that
0=CV$l (h l)=MISE$(h l)+D$(h l)+$$(h l)
=(h l&hM) MISE"(h*)+D$(h l)+$$(h l), (3.14)
where on this occasion h* lies in between hM and h l .
Using Lemma 3 in Section 4, the Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 of Hall and
Marron (1987) can be verified (see Hall and Marron for its detailed proof).
Then by using their lemmas under (B1) we find that
D$(h l)+$$(h l)=D$(hM)+$$(hM)+op(n&[d(1&2rp)+6]2(d+4))
and it follows from (4.5) and (4.6) that
D$(hM)+$$(hM)=OP(n[d(1&2rp)+6]2(d+4)).
By (B1), it is readily show that MISE"(h*)=cn&2(d+4)+op(n&2(d+4)) for
some positive constant c>0. Using these results in (3.14), we have
h l=hM=OP(n&[d(1&2rp)+2]2(d+4)). (3.15)
Following the proof of Hall and Marron (1987) with (3.15) (see Hall and
Marron, p. 570), we have
h l&h I=OP(n&[d(1&2rp)+2]2(d+4)).
Proof is complete. K
4. LEMMAS
Lemma 1. Suppose that M nm are the sigma algebras generated by a
stationary strong mixing process. For some positive integers m let ’i # M tisi ,
where s1<t1<s2<t2< } } } <tm and suppose ti&si>{ for all i. Assume
further that
&’i& pipi =E |’i |
pi<,
for some pi>1 for which
Q= :
m
i=1
1
pi
<1.
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Then
}E _‘
m
i=1
’i&& ‘
m
i=1
E[’i]}10(m&1) :({)1&Q ‘
m
i=1
&’i &pi .
For complex valued random variables, there holds
}E _‘
m
i=1
’i&& ‘
m
i=1
E[’i]}40(m&1) :({)1&Q ‘
m
i=1
&’i &pi .
Proof. See Roussas and Ioannides (1987).
Lemma 2. Let [Xt , t # N] be a Rd-valued stationary strong mixing
sequence of r.v.’s and let P be a positive integer such that 0<P<n. Assume
that there exist a real valued function of r.v.’s g and complex valued functions
of r.v.’s ;1i (t)= g1(Xi , t) and ;2j (t)= g2(Xj , t) such that
E;1i=E;2j=0, &;1i (t)&qr , &;2j (t)&qr<, (4.1)
for some q>4 and for all t, and
| ;1i (t) ;2j (t) (t) dt=g(Xi , Xj), (4.2)
g(Xi , Xj)=K[(Xi&Xj)h]+O(hd), (4.3)
where  is the Fourier transform of K, h is a bandwidth, and the O(hd)
quantity is nonrandom. If the marginal density f is bounded and
:

i=1
i2r&1:(i)1&4q<, (4.4)
there exists a positive constant C depending on r such that
E \ :
|i& j |>P
g(Xi , Xj)+
2r
C \n2r :

i=l+1
i2r&1:(i)1&4q+ :
2r
j=1
n jP4r& jh jd2+ .
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 5.2 of Kim and Cox (1994). K
In Lemma 3 below, we assume (K1), (K2), (B2), and (B3).
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Lemma 3. For each 0<a<b<, p given in (2.2) and any positive
integer r such that r<p2,
sup
n ; atb
E |n[d(1&2rp)+6]2(d+4)D$(n&1(d+4)t)|2rC1(a, b, r), (4.5)
sup
n; atb
E |n[d(1&2rp)+6]2(d+4)$$(n&1(d+4)t)|2rC1(a, b, r). (4.6)
Furthermore,
E |n[d(1&2rp)+6]2(d+4)[D$(n&1(d+4)s1)&D$(n&1(d+4)s2)]| 2r
C2(a, b, r) |s1&s2 | r(1&2rp), (4.7)
E |n[d (1&2rp)+6]2(d+4)] [$$(n&1(d+4)s1)&$$(n&1(d+4) s2 )]| 2r
C2(a, b, r) |s1&s2 | r(1&2rp). (4.8)
Proof. We will just sketch a proof here. An easy way to understand the
proof of (4.5) is the following. Using E(D(h)MISE(h))2rCb2rn (see
Theorem 4 of Kim and Cox, 1994) and MISE(h)tn&4(d+4), it can be seen
that E(n4(d+4)D(h))2rCb2rn . Noting D$(h)MISE$(h) has the same
structure as D(h)MISE(h) and MISE$(h)tn3(d+4) under the conditions of
the lemma, it can be verified that
E(n3(d+4)D$(h))2rCb2rn ,
which yields (4.5). In a very similar fashion, (4.6) can be constructed from
E[[MCV(h)&ISE(h)&T(h)]MISE(h)]2rCb2rn .
Observe that
$$(h)MISE$(h)=[MCV$(h)&ISE$(h)]MISE$(h).
For verifications of (4.7) and (4.8) one may use the Ho lder continuity of
K. For example, to verify (4.7) we have to show that
E |n[d(1&2rp)+8]2(d+4)[S11(n&1(d+4)s1)&S11(n&1(d+4)s2)]| 2r
C |s1&s2 | r(1&2rp), (4.9)
where S11=(nhd)&2  i{ j  Ki (x) Kj (x) dx and Ki (x)=K[(x&Xi)h]&
E[K(x&Xi)h]. See (3.7) of Hall and Marron (1987). First notice that S11
has basically the same structure of the n&2Vi, j in the proof of Theorem 1.
Indeed,
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| Ki (x) Kj (x) dx=hd _K \Xi&Xjh +&| K \
x&Xi
h + f (x) dx
&| K \u&Xjh + f (u) du
+|| K \u&xh + f (x) f (u) du dx& .
Since Vi, j=op(n&[d(1&2rp)+8]2(d+4)) for |i& j |<l for some appropriately
chosen l (see, e.g., (3.1)), it will be sufficient to establish (4.9) when (i, j)
in S11 satisfy |i& j |>l. Following the verification of (3.2), an application
of Lemma 2 with Ho lder continuity of K yields (4.9). Indeed put
h1=n&1(d+4)s1 and h2=n&1(d+4)s2 . Then let
;1i (t)=e&iXi } th1&e&iXi } th2&| e&iu } th1 f (u) du+| e&iu } th2 f (u) du,
;2 j (t)=eiXj } th1&eiXj } th2&| eix } th1 f (x) dx+| e&ix } th2f (x) dx.
Now (4.3) is verified since
}| ;1i (t) ;2j (t) (t) dt}=| g(Xi , Xj)|
C |s1&s2 | _I[&2, 2] \ Xi&Xjn&1(d+4)b++O(hd)& .
See (3.11) of Hall and Marron (1987). Now follow (3.9)(3.12), which
yields (4.9). K
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